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Waiting for the rain. This small lagoon on Saturna Island is usually full of water. It is looking end-of-summer dry.
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Federal government adopts Harper climate targets
‘It is clear that the Harper target is incompatible with
he hopes of environmentalists were quashed in
September when Catherine McKenna, the federal the Paris Agreement,’ she continued. ‘Yet today, Minister
Minister of the Environment and Climate Change, McKenna abandoned any real commitment to avoid 1.5ºC
announced that the Liberal government will be sticking or even 2ºC, even though her leadership in Paris helped
get the treaty to embrace this necessary long-term goal.’
with Harper’s climate targets.
According to McKenna’s spokeswoman,
Originally, the Liberals, and McKenna herself,
‘Canada has a target right now. It’s already
termed those targets as ‘unambitious’ and ‘the
‘…Canada’s
going to be, quite frankly, very challenging to
floor, not the ceiling’. The Liberals spent
emissions will actually
meet that target.’
years opposing the Conservative targets.
rise by 1% over 2005 levels
Now, however, they’ve adopted them.
Targets vs Policies
by 2020 and 8% by 2030.
The Targets
Climate Action Tracker, which is a
The former Conservative government Relative to 1990 levels, this is consortium made up of four groups—the
a 26% increase by 2020
adopted a greenhouse gas reduction
Climate Analytics, Ecofys, NewClimate
target of 17% from 2005 levels by 2020
Institute and Potsdam Institute for Climate
and a 35% increase by
and 30% by 2030. Meanwhile, the US’s
Impact Research—also does not believe that,
2030.’
target is 26-28% reductions over 2005 levels
under current policies, Canada will reach even its
by 2025, and the EU’s target is to reduce GHG
‘inadequate’ target. It projects that Canada’s emissions
emissions by at least 40% below 1990 levels by 2030—note will actually rise by 1% over 2005 levels by 2020 and 8%
the different baseline years.
by 2030. Relative to 1990 levels, this is a 26% increase by
The Climate Action Tracker, an independent analysis of 2020 and a 35% increase by 2030.
global climate action, has rated Canada’s target as
Ratifying the Paris Agreement
‘inadequate’, while the US is on the low end of the ‘medium’ The federal Liberal government will also be ratifying the
scale, and the EU nears the top of the ‘medium’ rating. Paris Agreement this fall, with or without a deal with the
According to the tracker, Canada’s target ‘is not consistent provinces and territories on how to meet the targets,
with various interpretations of an equitable approach to according to the Canadian Press.
reach a 2°C pathway.’
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau will be meeting with
Green Party Leader Elizabeth May agrees with the premiers at some point this fall to discuss a climate plan
Climate Action Tracker. ‘This news is nothing short of a that has been in the works between the provinces and the
disaster for the climate,’ May said. ‘Minister McKenna federal government for months. However, these meetings
always said the Harper-era target for greenhouse gas will most likely take place after Canadian representatives
emissions—among the weakest in the industrialized attend a UN Climate conference in Morocco from
world—would be ‘the floor,’ and Prime Minister Trudeau November 7-18. Trudeau is expected to have ratified the
claimed we would ‘meet or exceed’ those previous targets. Paris Agreement by then. 0
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Treaty signed by indigenous
groups to oppose tar sands

First Nation and Tribal Chiefs gathered in Musqueam Territory
(Vancouver) and Mohawk Territory (Montreal) in late September to
sign a new continent-wide indigenous treaty, the Treaty Alliance Against
Tar Sands Expansion.
This new alliance commits some 50 First Nations and Tribes from
all over Canada and the Northern US to working together to stop all
proposed tar sands pipeline, tanker and rail projects in their respective
territorial lands and waters.
Specifically, the indigenous groups are committing to oppose all five
current tar sands pipeline and tanker project proposals (Kinder Morgan,
Energy East, Line 3, Northern Gateway and Keystone XL) as well as tar
sands rail projects such as the Chaleur Terminals Inc export project at the
Port of Belledune in New Brunswick.
‘What this treaty means is that from Quebec, we will work with our
First Nation allies in BC to make sure that the Kinder Morgan pipeline
does not pass and we will also work with our Tribal allies in Minnesota
as they take on Enbridge’s Line 3 expansion, and we know they’ll help
us do the same against Energy East,’ said Kanesatake Grand Chief Serge
Simon.
The treaty states: ‘Our Nations hereby join together under the present
treaty to officially prohibit and to agree to collectively challenge and resist
the use of our respective territories and coasts in connection with the
expansion of the production of the Alberta tar sands, including for the
transport of such expanded production, whether by pipeline, rail or
tanker.’
Grand Chief Stewart Phillip, the President of the Union of BC Indian
Chiefs, said that ‘Indigenous people have been standing up together
everywhere in the face of new destructive fossil fuel projects, with no
better example than at Standing Rock in North Dakota. We know that
infrastructure that expands the tar sands is both incompatible with
reducing Canada’s emissions and completely irresponsible.’ 0
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Hunting on Conservancy Grounds

Dear Editor:
I prepared the information below regarding the conflict of our
local conservancy and its promotion of hunting before I recently
read about the British Columbia Wildlife Federation and its
support of trophy hunting. Am I in a minority in viewing these
organizations for being in conflict of what they have been
created to protect? Are people who support the BCWF and the
Salt Spring Island Conservancy aware of how their funds are
being directed?
The Salt Spring Conservancy, like most BC conservancies,
was created to protect the land, animals and its environment
and is expected to respect the ‘Specified’ Restrictions of a
Conservation Covenant.
Specific restrictions are included in the covenant. This list
includes statements like the following:
• No indigenous flora [this includes trees] or fauna shall be
gathered or removed from the land.
• No commercial or sport hunting, fishing, or trapping shall
be performed or permitted on the land.
• No pesticides, including but not limited to herbicides,
insecticides, fungicides, chemicals, or toxic materials, are to be
applied to or introduced onto the land.
If this is the basis of our local conservancy, why are they
currently encouraging hunting of local wildlife on their
properties on Salt Spring Island? It appears to be an obvious
contradiction to the above tenet and it also contravenes the
information that they supply online to attract like-minded
financial supporters—in which they promise to protect wildlife.
As I am sure that many, if not most, of their supporters
provide financial assistance on the basis of the above
conservation information, have they been informed that their
trust is being betrayed and how their funds are actually being
abused?
Here is the open invitation that has been extended to
members of our local gun club on their website to kill animals
for sport on conservancy property:
‘Hunting on Select Salt Spring Island Conservancy Property
by Club Members:
‘Hunting season on Salt Spring Island has begun. The Rod
and Gun Club has an arrangement with the Salt Spring Island
Conservancy to allow club members to hunt on some of their
land holdings. If you are interested in taking advantage of this
great opportunity please contact Cedric.
‘Cedric will arrange for an orientation, give you site locations
and what the rules are to hunt on the property. The time of the
hunt will also be posted on our website event calendar to inform
the Conservancy on the time when hunting is taking place.
‘A great arrangement—lets take advantage of it.’
Personally, I doubt that the conservancy backers or the deer
believe that this is ‘A great arrangement.’
John Callas, Salt Spring Island

Readers’ Letters

completely inadequate process.
The Supreme Court of Canada clearly stated in the 2002
Dear Editor:
Haida
decision that the Crown owes duty of consultation and
On September 16, in Montreal, dignitaries from many countries
accommodation
to a First Nation when the Crown
announced their pledges to the Global Fund to fight AIDS, TB
and malaria. Since 2002, thanks mostly to the Fund, the number contemplates conduct that might adversely affect title or rights
of deaths caused by these three diseases dropped from 4 to 2.5 claimed by the First Nation. The Court further set out in its 2014
million annually. Ending them for good by 2030 is even one of decision in Tsilhqot’in Nation that allegations of infringement
or failure to adequately consult can be avoided by obtaining the
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The pledge announced by our Prime Minister seems huge, consent of the interested Aboriginal group.
We draw your attention to the
but just divide it by 37 million of us!
United
Nations Declaration on the
It will cost on average $7.25 per
Rights of Indigenous Peoples,
Canadian per year to rid the world Well, folks, it is that time of the year
now fully endorsed without
of these three scourges.
That a great many Texada Islanders have come to fear qualification by the Canadian
Similarly, if we finance the When the gun and the bow
Government, which states in
implementation of the seventeen Slaughter our innocent doe.
Article 32:
SDGs, a much better world Many will kill
(1): Indigenous peoples have
becomes possible. We are presently Simply for the thrill
the right to determine and
devoting 2% of our federal taxes to While they proclaim
develop priorities and strategies
international development. I’d It is their right to maim.
for the development or use of their
gladly see that percentage doubled Authorities will state that the boundaries are clear
lands or territories and other
because I yearn to leave my Yet many a hunter will still get lost and veer.
resources;
children and grandchildren a world Government coffers and registers will sing
(2): States shall consult and
where each one enjoys health, Reminding us that cash will always be king.
cooperate
in good faith with
education, justice, peace and a Many great islanders will go into retreat
indigenous peoples concerned
healthy environment.
Conceding to this annual defeat.
through their own representative
The United Kingdom is now the And when it is all said and done
institutions in order to obtain their
first and only G8 country to have We will ask ourselves: Was it really that much fun?
free and informed consent prior to
reached the aid target set at the UN.
—Steve Perkins, Van Anda the approval of any project
A segment of the British population
affecting their lands or territories
was clamouring against that, but the Conservative Minister of
and
other
resources,
particularly
in connection with the
State for International Development, Sir Desmond Swayne,
insisted: ‘We have to tackle the causes of poverty and injustice, development, utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or
because if we do not deal with those problems at source, we other resources;
(3): States shall provide effective mechanisms for just and
know where they are going: to our doorsteps and our shores.’
fair
redress for any such activities, and appropriate measures
Pamela Walden-Landry, Montreal
shall be taken to mitigate adverse environmental, economic,
Sea Level Rise
social, cultural or spiritual impact.
The following letter was sent to Prime Minister Justin
Under the BCEAA, when a review of a major project is
Trudeau, and copied to BC’s Premier Christy Clark.
required, the provincial government of British Columbia has
inappropriately delegated this constitutional duty to the BC
Dear Justin Trudeau:
I hope at some point very soon, Canadians will see an end to Environmental Assessment Office. The consultation function
the cognitive dissonance that infects our economic politics, and being carried out by the BC Environmental Assessment Office
witness a full acceptance of the grim reality that awaits all coastal is deeply flawed and neither serving the needs of First Nations
inhabitants due to the epic procrastination on leaving the fossil nor meeting the Crown’s duty to consult and where necessary,
accommodate.
fuel era behind.
The current iteration of the BC Environmental Assessment
We may pat ourselves on the back, having ratified the Paris
Climate Accord, but in all honesty this vague agreement is process has been found to be completely unacceptable to many
simply too little too late. Thinking that we can prevent more BC First Nations. Indigenous knowledge is critical to the EA
than a 1.5ºC rise in global heating simply does not equate with process, the refusal to acknowledge its critical role is continuing
how much all politicians are still pushing for more fossil fuel to lead nations such as the Tsleil Waututh Nation and the
development and exports. In fact, we are likely to reach 1.5ºC Stk’emlupsemc te Secwepemc Nation to issue their own
while you are still Prime Minister, and while you give the green environmental assessment processes.
By Resolution 2016-19, the UBCIC Chiefs Council calls for a
light to yet more bitumen pipelines.
complete
review and legislative reform of the British Columbia
The implications of 1.5ºC are rather dire for Vancouver’s
infrastructure. With the expected ocean rise, there is no longer Environmental Assessment Act and urges the BC Government
an international airport on Sea Island, most of the prime to undertake such a reform using a process which represents
farmlands of the Fraser Delta are inundated, and the primary proper consideration of indigenous title and rights, and treaty
road links south to the US border and to the Tsawwassen ferry rights, including their jurisdictional, economic, social and
that links to Victoria are simply no longer viable. The entire environmental implications, the Tsilhqot’in Nation Decision;
community of Richmond will have to relocate somewhere else, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 94 Calls to Action;
and all the many industries along the Fraser are in serious trouble. and full implementation of the United Nations Declaration on
This is the drowning world of political expediency that you the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
On behalf of the Union Of BC Indian Chiefs
are now helping to usher in on the BC coast, as you promote the
wrong types of economic growth here and abroad.
The Royal Visit
David Shipway, Campbell River
The following is an open letter to the royal couple, the Duke
and Duchess of Cambridge.
Reform for BC Environmental
Your Royal Highnesses:
Assessment Act
The following letter was sent to BC Premier Christy Clark and Welcome to British Columbia, I heard Canada’s Governor
Environmental Minister Mary Polak by the Union of BC General say. And I was greatly pleased to hear your reply in turn,
recognizing the traditional lands of the First Nations you were
Indian Chiefs.
on, your message resonating with the healing and reconciliation
Dear Premier Clark and Minister Polak:
We are writing to convey the frustrations and discontent the we’re looking forward to here in BC and Canada in 2017.
So too as you flew over the Salish Sea to land in Victoria you
Union of BC Indian Chiefs (UBCIC) has expressed with the
and
your family passed over a unique inner sea, hosting some
government of BC’s delegation of its constitutional duty to
3,000
species and shared by eight million people and three
consult and where necessary accommodate indigenous title and
nations—the
US, Canada and the First Nations.
rights, in respect to the authorisation of major industrial
In
your
remarks
you expressed a wish to be informed about
projects on First Nations Territories, to the BC Environmental
the
interest
of
Canadians
in the environment, and I am also
Assessment Office through the inadequate BC Environmental
pleased
to
say
that
the
Salish
Sea is one such place we love and
Assessment Act.
take
great
pride
in.
On June 2, 2016, the UBCIC Chiefs Council presented,
And it’s natural, cultural and historical significance is of such
affirmed and endorsed by consensus UBCIC Resolution 2016outstanding
universal value that many of us would like to gift it
19, ‘Reforming the BC Environmental Assessment Act’.
to
the
world,
to keep it healthy and protected forever as a World
The BC Environmental Assessment Act (BCEAA) is
Heritage
Site.
At the recent invitation of our Prime Minister all
currently the process that provincial ministers rely on to enable
Canadians
were
encouraged to recognize and submit such
decisions about the acceptability of major industrial projects on
applications
to
UNESCO.
It will be our honour to do so for the
First Nations territories
Salish
Sea
as
Canada
turns
150.
When first passed, the 1996 BCEAA represented a
I
hope
that
in
your
travels
to and from southern British
progressive attempt to facilitate an Environmental Assessment
Columbia
you
may
also
have
time
to appreciate the beauty,
(EA) process largely independent of government and to provide
biodiversity
and
heritage
embodied
in the Salish Sea. And,
for First Nation participation in the EA process. The EA
should
you
get
the
chance,
roll
up
our
pants (trousers!) and
structure included a Project Committee, which conducted the
slosh
across
the
sands
of
a
beach
in
our
bare feet as the tide is
EA and made recommendations to the Minister. It was
coming
in—that
British
tradition
we
all
indulge in here—is a
intended to provide a substantive role to First Nations and
supernatural
BC
experience
that
you
and
your
family would no
stakeholders in the review of project proposals.
doubt
cherish
as
a
wonderful
memory
of
your
time here on
In 2002, legislative amendments to the BCEAA removed key
Canada’s
west
coast.
Laurie Gourlay, Cedar
features, including the Project Committee, technical rigour and

Investing for Future Generations

Oh Deer

meaningful First Nation participation, resulting in a faulty and
www.islandtides.com
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Pipelines & Fossil Fuel Subsidies

Dear Editor:
Anyone who thinks Canada will somehow benefit from getting
‘our’ oil to international markets doesn’t understand the
business.
1. Oil is sold on the open market in US dollars. Only. That’s
why we pay twice as much at the pumps as Americans do.
Having a pipe to tidewater won’t change this.
2. It’s only ‘our’ oil when it’s in the ground. When it’s
extracted, it’s owned by the international company that
extracted it. It only reverts to our ownership if one of their
tankers happens to dump it into ‘our’ ocean or a pipeline bursts
and dumps it into one of ‘our’ rivers.
3. Over 80% of our energy today can come from non-fossil
sources. Solar, wind, geothermal, hydro and conservation are
not only more healthy, they are cheaper! If not for government
subsidies ($4 billion/year in Canada) the oil/gas industry would
have been dead a decade ago. Even with subsidies, coal is
bankrupt.
Regardless of very real environmental concerns, there are
economic reasons against expansion of the Kinder Morgan
pipeline.
Jim Erkiletian, Nanaimo

Canada Supports Global Fund

Island frogs explore the fall glories—dahlias and apples.

H
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The human super predators - David Suzuki

umans are the world’s top predator. The way we fulfil
this role is often mired in controversy, from factory
farming to trophy hunting to predator control. The
latter is the process governments use to kill carnivores like
wolves, coyotes and cougars to stop them from hunting
threatened species like caribou—even though human activity is
the root cause of caribou’s decline.
Predation is an important natural function. But as the
human population has grown, we’ve taken over management
of ecosystems once based on mutually beneficial relationships
that maintained natural balances.
How are we, a ‘super predator’ as the Raincoast
Conservation Foundation dubs us, aligning with or verging
from natural predation processes that shaped the world?
One way to tell is to examine the extent to which we emulate
natural processes. This principle is applied in biomimicry,
where humans base inventions on natural forms and functions.
(Think Velcro, patented in 1955 after George de Mestral studied
the burrs on his dog’s back.) Some resource-management
disciplines employ biomimicry. For example, forestry
management is often based on trying to imitate disturbances
caused by natural events such as fires.
If we are to emulate natural predators, we must look at the
types of prey killed. Non-human predators usually take down the
injured, old or young. This leaves the strongest genetic material
to be passed on. Human predators often target the largest males
(trophy hunting) or entire packs (predator control).
In the wild, non-human predators rarely kill top predators.
A Science report concluded humans kill large predators at nine
times the rate at which carnivores typically kill each other.
There are also differences in how prey are killed. Natural
predation is violent. But human predation often goes to another
level. In addition to using aerial shooting and poison baits, reports
indicate British Columbia employed ‘Judas wolves’, radiocollared wolves used to track down packs so they can be killed.
The Judas wolves are left alive so that if they join a new pack,
those wolves can be killed, too. It’s hard to see how this fits
within the boundaries of natural predation. (The BC
government denies using Judas wolves.)
Human management regimes such as predator control and
trophy hunting disrupt healthy predator-prey dynamics and
damage ecosystems. Sadly, this is often a moot point: Alberta

and BC use predator control because the landscape has been so
pummelled by industrial activity that the large, intact forests
caribou need to survive and avoid predation no longer exist.
Predators are targeted as scapegoats for human activities.
Predators usually kill for sustenance. For millennia,
indigenous peoples have also relied on hunting to maintain
traditional ways of life. But with trophy hunting, the government’s
impetus is to make money. Governments that allow continued
resource extraction in imperilled caribou habitat are using
predator control as a stopgap measure to keep caribou alive.
In ecosystems managed by natural processes, and not for
resource extraction, predators play a key role in maintaining the
environment’s health. In Trends in Ecology and Evolution,
Enric Sala notes that predators ‘can regulate the structure of
entire communities.’
Ultimately, natural predator-prey relationships are
symbiotic. Predators not only keep prey populations in check
and maintain natural cycles, they can even heal degraded
ecosystems. Wolves reintroduced into Yellowstone National
Park in 1995 restored the natural biodiversity that had
diminished in their absence. To avoid predation, elk spent less
time in valley bottoms, which allowed plants and trees to
regenerate, in turn attracting birds, bears and beavers.
Vegetation stabilized riverbanks, beavers altered waterways and
soon turtles, amphibians and river otters returned.
When judged by this dynamic of upholding natural balances,
humans are failing terribly as predators. It’s hubris to think we
can manage complex ecosystem dynamics using simpleminded band-aid approaches.
What can we do to become better? We can stop looking for
scapegoats and look in the mirror at the primary cause of
species’ decline across Canada. We can end trophy hunting. We
can end predator control by maintaining and restoring the
habitat that caribou need to survive and recover. We can plan
to operate within natural limits.
It’s shocking that Western society villainizes predators like
wolves, even though they’re highly intelligent, social creatures
that play a critical role in regulating nature. The predator we
need to control is us! 0
By David Suzuki with contributions from David Suzuki
Foundation Science Projects Manager Rachel Plotkin.

Dear Editor:
Humanity’s compassionate side was front and centre in
Montreal at the Fifth Global Fund Replenishment Conference.
Our Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, set the stage with his
powerful opening speech to world leaders and the response was
tremendous. Celebrities and donor countries, including
Canada, stepped up and raised just under US $13 billion, the
largest amount ever, to fight the world’s three most deadly
infectious diseases; AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria.
This money, spread out over three years, will go a long way
towards the ultimate goal of complete eradication of these killer
diseases. With over $800 million Canadian promised to this
vital cause, Trudeau set a new bar for us and showed the world
that Canada is back and ready to help make this a safer,
healthier and more compassionate world for everyone. I
applaud you, Trudeau, and everyone who made this happen.
Paulie Duhaime, Calgary 0
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Did you appreciate these letters? Help Island
Tides pay for publishing! Mail or phone in your
$30 annual subscription today: 250-216-2267. Don’t
delay—be part of the Island Tides team. Thank You!
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MEETING

School District #64 (Gulf
Islands). Regular meetings of the
Board of School Trustees will be
held on Wednesday, Oct 12, 2016
at the Saturna Elementary
School/SEEC. Meeting
commencing at 1pm. Public
Welcome! Agenda:
http://sd64.bc.ca/district/schoolboard-meetings/.
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17 Reasons to Stop Kinder Morgan - Elizabeth May, MP

he following is an excerpt from my emissions as under Alberta’s current target, the
submission to the National Energy Board’s study should assess the amount of carbon that needs
Supplemental Panel on Kinder Morgan’s to stay in the ground and the amount that can be
Trans Mountain Expansion Project, with a list of used as we eliminate coal from electricity, while
reasons why the project should be rejected:
estimating the remaining use of oil, gas, diesel and
1) The Kinder Morgan (KM) project has not been propane in Canada from refined bitumen within the
reviewed by any regulatory body or agency to assess carbon budget.
if it is in Canada’s economic interest. There is no
7) Environment Canada was incorrect in assessing
information from any credible source to claim the that the TMEP pipeline will not cause an increase in
project is in our economic interest.
GHG. The departmental review made a critical error,
2) In response to a challenge by union UNIFOR,
in contrast to the Keystone US Environmental
the National Energy Board (NEB) refused to
Impact Statement (EIS) prepared
consider the economy, job creation or
from Secretary of State John Kerry.
‘The only
economic benefit, stating it was beyond
The US EIS found that the
credible additional
the scope of the hearing.
question of whether a new
information that this panel is
3) Had this review been under the
pipeline would stimulate
qualified to pass on to the
pre-2012 Canadian Environmental
increased investment in the oil
Assessment Act, the review would
sands—with
expansion
federal decision-makers is
have been by a federal-provincial
increasing
GHG—to
be price
that this project cannot
panel, (not the NEB) the hearings would
dependent.
be approved. ’
have invited public participation and the
8) As long as the price of a
environmental review would have included an
barrel of oil in world prices is below
examination of alternatives and socio-economic
$80/barrel, any new pipeline infrastructure
impact. The process was flawed by the NEB not will create pressure to increase production. The
knowing how to conduct a hearing while working building of a pipeline is irrelevant to expansion and
under a fatally flawed piece of legislation, growing GHG emissions concerns when the price is
CEAA2012.
above $80/barrel. While it is not possible to know
4) UNIFOR intervened against the project as the with certainty the price of a barrel of oil next year, we
Trans Mountain Expansion Project (TMEP) is a net can state with certainty that building any pipelines
job exporter. In fact, if it proceeds it is likely the for export of raw bitumen at current prices, or even
Chevron Refinery in Burnaby will be forced to close at a price close to double the current price, will create
as a result. The Chevron refinery has already reduced pressure for additional oil sands production and an
production and reduced its workforce by one third increase in GHG.
as a direct result of the existing NEB permissions for
9) The evidence produced by Kinder Morgan is
Kinder Morgan to export raw bitumen. Shipments not worth the paper it is written on as it was never
of bitumen mixed with diluent have received tested in cross-examination.
preferential treatment by NEB licencing and
10) The only evidence from KM about the fate
shipments of syncrude have been reduced. That is and persistence of bitumen and diluent in the
why Chevron has difficulty obtaining crude it is marine environment came from a one-time only,
capable of refining. Like other Canadian refineries, non-published, non-peer reviewed experiment over
Chevron in Burnaby cannot process raw bitumen.
a 10-day period in Gainford, Alberta. The
5) Bitumen for export costs Canadian jobs.
researchers who conducted the experiment were not
6) The government should conduct a review of put forward for cross-examination, and neither did
the economic impact of processing bitumen in they respond in writing to interrogatories.
Alberta and prioritizing use of the refined product in
11) Published studies, peer-reviewed and
Canada, while reducing imports of foreign oil. This conducted in conditions that replicate the marine
should be placed in the context of an overall environment demonstrate that the dilbit mixture
transition off fossil fuels. In the context of developing separates and that small ‘oil balls’ of bitumen are
a climate plan that seeks to reduce, not expand created and sink.

12) The tanker route is along the US border
through the shared international boundary cutting
through the Salish Sea. The southern Gulf Islands
and the Washington State San Juan Islands are
essentially one ecosystem. No satisfactory
consultation has taken place with Washington State
officials, or the US EPA. From personal knowledge
of concerned residents on the US side of the border
there is deep alarm about the KM project.
13) No approvals should take place without
consideration of the Good Neighbour principle
under international law.
14) First Nations impacted by the project have
not been consulted in ways that come close to the
constitutional requirements confirmed in numerous
Supreme Court of Canada decisions. A number of
First Nations have filed legal actions, but it is not said
often enough that this is essentially an unfair
situation. The failure of governments to listen to the
facts and separate themselves from the mindset that
assumes these projects have benefit has created an
unfair burden on some of our poorest communities
to spend scarce resources on legal action. This time,
over TMEP, the government should make a clear
and unambiguous statement that consultations with
indigenous peoples cannot be rushed and require a
full and respectful nation-to-nation process.
15) Due to the Douglas Treaty, the First Nations
in SGI have a specific and different set of rights than
many others opposing the project. Each individual
member of the Saanich First Nations has a right to
commercial activity along the tankers’ routes. This
has not been addressed.
16) The massive increase in tanker traffic
through the Port of Vancouver has been clearly
established by the evidence of the City of Vancouver
to represent an unacceptable risk.
17) It is not a question of the risk of a tanker
accident, but the certainty of one. As TransMountain
KM has no responsibility for the as yet unidentified
tankers or their owners, the treatment of these risks
has been cursory.
The only credible additional information that this
panel is qualified to pass on to the federal decisionmakers is that this project cannot be approved. The
following commitments from the Liberal government
will be violated should the project be approved:
1) A respectful nation to nation relationship with
First Nations;
2) Evidence-based decision-making;
3) Science-based decision-making;
4) Action to reduce Greenhouse gases. 0
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Quiet after the high season — glassy early morning water in Ganges Harbour.
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Canada Post Task Force releases report - Natalie Dunsmuir
he federal government’s task force on Canada Post has
released its final report, following this summer’s public
consultation. The report includes recommendations to
turn post offices into community hubs and reduce door-to-door
delivery. The panel also recommends that postal banking is not
necessary.
The report concludes that ‘financial challenges are large and
growing at an accelerated rate’. Lettermail has significantly
declined, and while Canada Post’s parcel business has grown in
response to e-commerce, the corporation is in competition with
couriers in the private sector.

Postal Banking

The task force’s report concludes that ‘Canada’s financial
environment is not conductive to the establishment and
operation of full-scale postal banking’. The report states that
postal banking wouldn’t likely succeed due to the ‘mature and
competitive banking environment’ in Canada and to the many
not-for-profit community credit unions with which 10 million
Canadians have accounts. The report also says that Canada’s
Bank Act would have to be altered to allow a Crown corporation
to engage in banking.
In a survey conducted as part of public consultations, 47%
of surveyed Canadians describe a Canada Post expansion to
banking which includes pre-paid credit cards and cheque
cashing as a ‘good or excellent fit’ for the corporation, while 52%
disagreed. Sixty percent of surveyed Canadians believe that
having Canada Post open a bank with ‘a complete line of
banking services’ would be a poor fit for the corporation, while
38% say the idea has potential. Additionally, of the survey
respondents who think having Canada Post open a bank is a
good idea, only 7% said they would actually use these services.
However, some organizations that pushed for postal banking
disagree with these findings. The Friends of Public Services, for
instance, say that ‘Residents of many rural areas face long drives
to get access to banking services. Providing banking through the
postal service, as many countries do, would create new revenues

T

for Canada Post and provide many benefits to communities.’

Door to Door Service

Converting door-to-door mail service to community mailboxes
is presented in the report as a necessary cost-cutting measure,
with savings of $400 million estimated. Canada Post began the
process of converting five million addresses from door-to-door
delivery to community boxes in 2013, and have so far converted
830,000 boxes, which generated $80 million per year of savings.
However, there has been vocal opposition to these changes.
People are worried that those with mobility issues will not be
able to get their mail. In a public opinion survey by the task
force, 92% of respondents said that door-to-door service was
essential for those with mobility issues and health concerns,
including some elders. Sixty percent of respondents said that
Canada Post should maintain door-to-door service even if it
costs more. However, in the same questionaire, 69% of
respondents said that Canada Post should increase commuity
mailboxes to make the system more sustainable.
The task force also calculated the effects of fully restoring
door-to-door service. According to their report, the total cost of
doing this would exceed $1.2 billion annually. The report lists
two ways the cost of this could be mitigated: increasing stamp
prices by 50¢ and then continuing to increase them to match
declining mail volumes; or, charge an annual fee of $73 per
address for door-to-door delivery.

Post Offices As Community Hubs

The task force’s report also briefly mentions transforming post
offices into ‘community hubs’ based on the individual needs of
the area. It separates postal service areas into several zones:
inner-city core, urban, suburban, rural and remote, and, far rural
and remote. The report suggests that services such as bulletin
boards and high-speed wi-fi could be offered by post offices
where these services are needed.
Groups, such as the Friends of Public Services, say the report
is not what they were hoping for, but that it has some silver
linings, such as the mention of community hubs. 0

Royal tours emphasizes indigenous rights - Natalie Dunsmuir

he Duke and Duchess of Cambridge made First Nations
rights and environmental protection themes of their
eight-day tour of Canada, visiting several First Nations
communities and touring the Great Bear Rainforest. Stops on
royal couple William and Kate’s tour included Bella Bella, Haida
Gwaii, Tagish First Nations territory in the Yukon and, while in
Vancouver, a visit to a center that helps First Nations mothers
in the Downtown Eastside.

Protecting the Great Bear Rainforest

The Duke and Duchess travelled to Bella Bella in the Great Bear
Rainforest on September 26 and were welcomed by the
Heiltsuk First Nations community. During their visit, the royals
unveiled a plaque which officially endorses the Great Bear
Rainforest as a part of the Queen’s Commonwealth Canopy, a
program that recognizes indigenous forests in all 53
Commonwealth countries and promotes their conservation.
‘We are greatly honoured to be in the world spotlight with
this recognition of our work to protect our lands, waters and
resources,’ said Heiltsuk Chief Marilyn Slett. ‘The Heiltsuk
Nation is working hard to build a better future for our people.
We call our process Hailcistut—turning something around to
make it right again.’
Prince William called the Great Bear Rainforest a ‘jewel in
the crown’ of Canada’s protected wilderness area. The Queen’s
Commonwealth Canopy was initially launched in 2015, and is
designed to give global attention to natural areas that need
protection.
The BC government has also announced the establishment of
a $1 million trust to commemorate the royal endoresment. The
Great Bear Rainforest Education and Awareness Trust will help

educate British Columbians about the forest and its importance.

First Nations Reconciliation

Prince William took part in a ceremony adding a Reconciliation
Ring to BC’s Black Rod regalia, a rod that is used in the
Legislature by Lieutenant Governor Judith Guichon.
Previously, the staff has had three rings representing the Crown,
Canada, and BC. The fourth ring was added to represent
indigenous peoples.
However, the Black Rod Ceremony became controversial
when members of the Union of BC Indian Chiefs voted not to
participate in the ceremony. Grand Chief Stewart Phillip said in
a statement that he would not be attending due to his concerns
about the continued violations of First Nations rights in BC.
‘With the deepening poverty of our communities,
remembering the missing and murdered indigenous women
and girls and the ongoing negligence of indigenous child welfare
policies across this country, in good conscience, I cannot
participate in the Black Rod Ceremony,’ he said.
‘The suffering in our communities is too great,’ he continued.
‘I apologize for any inconvenience we may have caused with our
decision. We do not mean any disrespect. It is a matter
principle.’
Though Grand Chief Phillip did not participate in the the
Black Rod Ceremony, BC Regional Chief Shane Gottfriedson
was present as a witness. ‘This ceremony was important and
symbolic to witness in the spirit of reconciliation,’ he said. ‘We
are all here to stay and we must use every opportunity to ensure
our voices, perspectives and positions are heard when
government, representatives of the monarchy and the
monarchy themselves are present.’ 0
www.islandtides.com
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What’s On?

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS
Saturdays till Thanksgiving

Pender Farmers Institute Saturday Market—Fresh, local
produce, baked goods, local art, artisan works and
demonstrations, culinary delights, buskers; bring your friends and
family, enjoy coffee and a snack, you never know what you’ll find
or who you’ll meet • Community Hall • 9:30am-1pm • Info:
www.pifi.ca • PENDER

Saturday, October 8

Denman Island Apple Festival—A free, family-friendly event;
Apple Café, large display of heritage and modern varieties, tasting
table, and apple ID table at the Denman
Community Hall all day • East Cider Orchard
and Tree Eater Nursery open for tours and
sales • 9:30am-3pm
• Info: islandagriculture.wordpress.com • DENMAN

Saturday to Monday, October 8, 9 & 10

20th Annual Gabriola Thanksgiving Studio Tour—More than 60
studios as 70+ artists open their doors to visitors from
around the world; Gabriola invites art lovers to pick up
or download an information-packed brochure and
make it a day or weekend • Artist details and map
available online • 10am–5pm • Free • Info:
studiotour.artsgabriola.ca • GABRIOLA

Sunday, October 9

SIMRES SeaTalk—Holy MōLī: Albatross and other ancestors; with
author Hob Osterlund; learn about Laysan albatross and how they
influenced the author’s life; a tale of the natural history of the
albatross, a moving memoir of grief, and a soaring
tribute to ancestors • Saturna Community Hall • 1pm •
Tickets: $10 at doors, 18 and under free •
Refreshments served • Info:
www.saturnamarineresearch.ca • SATURNA

Saturday, October 15

Salt Spring Vineyards Annual Harvest Grape Stomp—Grape
stomp; wine and food to purchase; live music • Admission is a
donation to the Salt Spring Conservancy • Salt Spring Vineyards
and Winery, 151 Lee Rd • 12-5pm • SALT SPRING

Saturday, October 15

The Dark Side of the Universe—Public talk accessible to all
curious people; given by Pauline Gagnon, author of
Who Cares about Particle Physics: Making sense of
the Higgs Boson, the LHC and CERN; former
ATLAS physicist • Mayne Island Agricultural Hall •
2pm • Free entrance • MAYNE

Saturday, October 15

SIMRES SeaTalk—The Killer Whale Who Changed The World;
with author Mark Leiren-Young; a fascinating and heartbreaking
account of the first publicly exhibited captive killer whale, Moby
Doll, and a story that changed the way we see orcas
and sparked the movement to save them • Saturna
Community Hall • 7pm • Tickets: $10 at door, 18 and
under free • Refreshments served • Info:
www.saturnamarineresearch.ca • SATURNA

Friday to Sunday, October 21 to 23

Creative Threads Conspiracy—A fiber arts
extravaganza; coming soon on Denman Island;
classes are starting to fill! • Website:
www.creativethreadsconspiracy.com • DENMAN

Saturday, November 19

Yuletide Gift Faire—Gourmet food and gifts; kitchen and
concession open • Pender Island Community Hall • 10am-4pm •
Admission by donation, fundraiser for the Hall • PENDER

SHORELINE
DESIGN

• Specializing in water

access over steep

& rugged
terrain

• Fully insured

• Excellent
references

Peter Christenson • 250-858-9575
www.shorelinedesign.ca
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Wildlife

It seems to me wild animals get short thrift in BC,
Where nuisance-value is the tenet of the Powers-That-Be,
And conservation of a species hardly gets a mention,
Except for some game animals that warrant some attention,
Cause they’ll be duly harvested by hunters, on condition
They have a sporting permit, that’s the government’s permission.

Successful as a predator, the wolf roams every wood;
His worth—he fathered ‘Man’s best friend’—is hardly understood;
But he must be eradicated—so says government,
We lose so many caribou, and this we must prevent;
(Though actually that loss is due to loss of habitat—
And humans, not those pesky wolves, are ones to blame for that!)

Now if the world were balanced right, a caribou could, too,
Load, aim and fire a 30/30, just like me and you
Now that’s a level playing field, and what is more the winner
Could sit down at the end of day, and eat his prey for dinner!
And it would really be a sport, and not one-sided slaughter
And if hunters do not get the point—maybe it’s time they oughter!
—H Barry Cotton

News Digest
Public Input for Environmental
Assessments

The Expert Panel for the review of the federal
environmental assessment process will be
travelling across Canada this fall and winter to
collect input from the public. It will be meeting
with communities across the country for open
dialogue sessions, public workshops and public
and indigenous presentations to the panel. The
public is being invited to register to make
presentations or to participate in workshops,
and citizens can also provide feedback online or
attend any of the events as an observer.
The consultation tour began on September
19 and goes until December 15. Meetings on the
west coast of BC are in Vancouver and Nanaimo
and don’t take place until the last days of the
tour. For more information, and to register to
participate, go to www.EAreview.ca.

BC Hydro Funds Peace River
Non-Profits for Site C Approval

In order to meet one of the environmental
approval conditions for the Site C hydroelectric
dam in the Peace River Valley, BC Hydro has
announced that it will give $800,000 to nonprofit organizations in the region. The
‘Generate Opportunities (GO) Fund’ will be
distributed over an eight-year period of time to
non-profts in the region that ‘provide services
to vulnerable populations including children,
families and seniors’. BC Hydro has appointed
a 10-person panel to review applications from
non-profits and make all funding decisions.

Carbon Capture Reaches Target

The Quest carbon capture and storage project
at Shell’s Scotford Upgrader in Alberta has
reached its one-year capture target more than
a month ahead of schedule. The carbon
capture and storage facility has captured one
million tonnes of CO2 so far, the equivalent of
driving 250,000 cars. The facility was designed
to capture one third of the emissions from the
Scotford Upgrader, which turns oil sands
bitumen into synthetic crude.
The Quest facility is one of four large-scale
carbon capture and storage projects in Canada,
and one of 15 worldwide, according to the
Global CCS Institute. It was built by the
Athabasca Oil Sands Project joint-venture
owners, Shell Canada Energy, Chevron Canada
Ltd and Marathon Oil Canada Corporation,
and was partially funded by the governments
of Alberta and Canada, who provided $745
million and $120 million, respectively.
All data and intellectual property generated
by Quest, including detailed engineering plans,
is publicly available to ‘encourage wider use of
the technology around the world.’

PNW LNG Approved

The federal government has approved
Petronas’ Pacific NorthWest LNG project. The
North Montney Project, a $1.7 billion pipeline
designed to carry natural gas from just
northwest of Fort St John to the PNW LNG
facility in Prince Rupert has also been granted
a construction extension by the NEB.
According to Pembina Institute, approval of
the Pacific NorthWest LNG project would
cause BC to fail its climate targets (see article,
Island
Tides,
September
22
at
www.islandtides.com).
‘I am thoroughly disappointed in the federal
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Ancient Forest Alliance campaigner TJ Watt surveys the recent clearcut on Edinburgh Mountain.

government’s approval of the Pacific
Northwest LNG facility even though market
conditions are such that it almost certainly will
never be built,’ said Green MLA Andrew
Weaver. ‘The federal government is now
chasing the exact same rollercoaster economics
that the BCLiberals committed themselves to
with their LNG hype four years ago, and all the
instability and uncertainty that it brings.’

Climate 101 Protests in Ottawa

Young people are meeting in Ottawa in late
October to call for the rejection of the Kinder
Morgan pipeline expansion. The protest is
coined ‘Climate 101’ and is specifically geared
towards the younger generations.
‘Emboldened by our passion, our hope and
our frustration with politics-as-usual, we will
partake in an action to call on the Prime
Minister… to reject Kinder Morgan and
commit to move away from pipelines and fossil
fuels towards clean, renewable and just energy
policy,’ the Climate 101 website reads. ‘[We’re]
headed to Ottawa in late October to teach the
Prime Minister the most basic lesson of climate
science: climate leaders don’t build pipelines.’

Affordable Housing Funding

The government of BC has annouced that it
will spend $500 million of the provincial
budget surplus on affordable housing. The
funding will go towards the creation of 2,900
rental units for low- to moderate-income
renters, seniors, youth and other groups, to be
completed within the next two to three years.
According to Premier Christy Clark, some of
that funding came from a recently introduced
foreign ownership housing tax of 15%.
According to the provincial government,
several housing projects to receive funding
have already been identified, while the rest will
be identified and approved by March 2017.

C

Old-growth clearcut found near Port
Renfrew

onservationists with the Ancient Forest
Alliance discovered on a recent hike
that two clearcuts, of 16 and 18
hectares, have been allowed in the old growth
forests of Edinburgh Mountain near Port
Renfrew.
The two cuts, a total of 34 hectres, took
place at mid-elevation in an endangered
species conservation area—inside the
designated Wildlife Habitat Area for the
endangered northern goshawk.
The Ancient Forest Alliance also discovered
that four new old-growth clearcuts are planned,
one approved, and three pending approval, for
the area. An expansion road network is also
currently under construction on the mountain.
Two of these clearcuts are planned for the
mountainside above Big Lonely Doug, Canada’s
2nd largest Douglas-fir tree, and the spectacular
and still intact Eden Grove.
Edinburgh Mountain is one of the largest
contiguous tract of largely unprotected old-

Electoral Reform Meetings

Public meetings with members of the all-party
Parliamentary Committee on Electoral Reform
are taking place all across Canada this fall.
Already, meetings have taken place in
Whitehorse, Yukon; Victoria and Vancouver,
BC; Leduc, Alberta; and, Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories.
Still to come are meetings in Montreal,
Quebec, on October 3; Halifax, Nova Scotia, on
October 4; St John’s, Newfoundland, on
October 5; Charlottetown, Prince Edward
Island, on October 6; Fredericton, New
Brunswick, on October 7; and, Iqaluit,
Nunavut, on October 17.
Members of the public are encouraged to
attend these meetings to share their
comments, concerns and ideas relating to the
reform of Canada’s electoral system.
An online survey is also available for those
who cannot make it to a meeting. Go to
www.parl.gc.ca/Committees/en/ERRE/Study
Activity?studyActivityId=9013025 to fill it out.

National Forest Week

National Forest Week took place from
September 18-25, with a special National Tree
Day on September 21. Tree planting
celebrations took place in cities across Canada,
including Victoria and Vancouver. A
commemorative tree planting happened in
Stanley Park in Vancouver.
National Forest Week is ‘a time to celebrate
Canada’s forests and the benefits they provide to
Canadians’, according to the BC government. 0
www.islandtides.com

growth forest left on southern Vancouver
Island, along with the nearby contentious
Central Walbran Valley.
The valley is home to Big Lonely Doug and
to the Eden Grove, which environmentalists
have also nicknamed the ‘Christy Clark Grove’
as a way of putting pressure on the premier to
protect the area. It is near Port Renfrew in Tree
Farm Licence 46, held by logging licencee TealJones, in the traditional territory of the
Pacheedaht band.
‘Edinburgh Mountain is one of the most
significant and impressive tracts of ancient
temperate rainforest left in BC—right in the
heart of the region that has given Port Renfrew
the title as the ‘Tall Trees Capital of Canada,’
said TJ Watt, a photographer and campaigner
with the Ancient Forest Alliance. ‘It’s up to the
BC government to stop this and protect not
only Edinburgh Mountain, but all of the
remaining ancient forests on Vancouver Island
because so little remains.’ 0
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The Unist'ot'en Camp
Dave Ages and Virginia Monk

A paddleboarder enjoys the sunset in Vesuvius Bay.
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Denman Apple Fest returns
Kate Janeway

t’s well known that early pioneering
families turned Denman Island into a
farming hub and supplied the Comox
Valley with root vegetables, meat, and dairy.
Less known is that apples and orchard fruits
played a significant part of that farming
culture. The Thomas Piercy family planted
over 1,000 fruit trees, and in the early 1900s,
their farm, known as The Ranch, produced up
to 3,500 boxes of fruit per year.
Today, Denman is still dotted with old
heritage trees. After the pioneering era ended,
these beautiful old trees—Gravenstein, King,
Duchess of Oldenburg, Grimes golden and
transparent—are the basis for a strong apple
culture that has never really left the island.
In the 1960s the CBC produced a
documentary featuring The Ranch, and in
1982, four Denman families banded together
to create the Apple Island Orchard
Cooperative. The cooperative followed strict
organic methods and published seasonal
articles about growing, harvesting and caring
for apple trees. Though the cooperative doesn’t
exist today, its legacy is more than 3,000
additional apples trees planted on Denman,
made up of 80-100 heritage and modern
varieties, and several working orchards that
continue
to
produce
fruit
and
support their farmers.
In more recent times, Jane Lighthall, Larry
Lepore, and Shonna Janeway have worked to

preserve these special apples by grafting
heritage varieties onto new rootstock,
educating islanders, and offering young new
trees for sale throughout the Comox Valley.
The local farmers institute, the Growers and
Producers Alliance, also encourages apple
culture on Denman by offering a range of
community equipment to small-scale
producers and enthusiasts, such as a
manual juice press that’s ideal for backyard
apple trees, and a 12-shelf dehydrator for
preserving all sorts of produce.
Denman has a lot of apples to celebrate! For
the third consecutive year, Denman will
celebrate its apple culture on Saturday, October
8, at several locations across Denman.
All ages visit the community hall to see the
apple display, get apples identified by
professional horticulturists, check out our
tasting table, and, of course, eat a slice of pie at
the Apple Café. The mobile juice press,
Pressing Matter, will also be pressing
individual batches of juice. Orchards are
opened for tours that day.
More information can be found from the
link on Island Tides’ homepage. 0
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Did you appreciate this article? Help
Island Tides pay for publishing it!
If you haven’t already, please mail or
phone in your $30 2016 subscription
today. 250-216-2267. Thank You!

Switch Off Oil and Save
If you’ve been thinking about
switching off oil for home heating,
we can help make it affordable
and easy.
For a limited time, get a $750
credit from Superior Propane
to offset the cost of switching
from oil to propane.*

Learn more at SwitchOffOil.ca
or call 1-855-371-7700
* $750 one time bill credit applicable only to home heat customers switching from oil heat to
propane heat. Propane furnace or boiler installation required through a Superior Propane Certified
Partner. 2000 litre minimum annual consumption. Credit will be applied to customer’s account after
first fill, please allow 8 weeks. Offer expires November 18, 2016. Conditions apply, please call for
details. ® Superior Propane is a registered trademark of Superior Plus LP in Canada.
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Volunteers pose together during construction of the Healing Lodge.

he summer of 2016 was one of growth
and development for the Unist’ot’en
Camp. The camp, at the entrance to the
Unist’ot’en Yintah (Territory), continues to
stand as a bastion against fossil fuel pipelines.
But the camp also continues to grow as a place
of healing and solidarity.

Summer Youth Camp

In July, about a dozen indigenous youth from
across Northern BC attended the first Youth
Camp. Skilled teachers and elders shared
traditional practices and knowledge, including
making bentwood boxes, studying the
Wet’suwet’en language, picking berries and
dancing and drumming. A highlight of the
camp was when the entire group participated
in a successful moose hunt. The program also
included the painting of a large mural and
sessions on cartooning and other modern
skills. The camp was organized by Karla Tait,
Director of the Healing Lodge, and by Freda
Huson, Spokesperson for the Unist'ot'en
Camp.
The young people also participated in the
construction of the Healing Lodge and came
away with a real understanding of the different
aspects of the Unist’ot’en Camp—healing the
land, healing the people, and continuing
resistance to fossil fuel pipelines and other
unwanted industrial development.
This Youth Camp marked a significant
milestone for the Unist’ot’en Clan—the first
formal use of the Healing Lodge for its
intended purposes.

Continuing Construction

With much hard work throughout the
construction season, the Healing Lodge is now
well over half-finished. The dining hall
(completed in 2015) served as a classroom for
the Youth Camp as well as, of course, offering
healthy meals to the many people in camp.
Phase Two, containing counselling and
meeting rooms, was brought to lock-up. At the
time of writing, work continues on readying
the building for winter.
The hope is that next year, Phase Three,
containing sleeping accommodation, will be
built—marking the completion of the Healing
Lodge. Of course, this will depend on
successful fundraising and much more hard
work.

The Political Situation

As regular readers of the Island Tides will be
aware, the last several years have seen repeated

www.islandtides.com

attempts by the pipeline companies to conduct
work in the Unist’ot’en Yintah. Sometimes this
involved arriving unannounced at the
checkpoint bridge to demand entry. More
often it involved surreptitious entry by
helicopter. All such attempts were turned
away.
Over the past winter, the Unist’ot’en Chiefs
contacted the pipeline companies, the
government and the RCMP in an effort to
avoid such confrontations. They re-iterated
their clear stand against all fossil fuel pipelines,
but they also explained the proper protocols
that these parties should use should they wish
to talk.
To date, the pipeline companies have not
availed themselves of’the opportunity to meet
with the Unist’ot'en. However, these past few
months have also not seen any identified
incursions by the companies into the territory.
The relative calm over this past summer has
been a welcome respite. However, the camp
remains on constant alert and no one is
thinking that the companies or the
government have given up. The companies
continue to clear land and build infrastructure
on both sides of the Unist’ot’en Yintah.
Most significantly, the provincial election,
scheduled for next spring, looms over the
situation. BCLiberals have tied their entire
economic strategy to the fracked gas LNG
industry. So far they have nothing concrete to
point to that their strategy is bearing fruit. If reelected, it would be surprising if they don’t up
the pressure on people like the Unist’ot’en Clan
that stand in the way of their pipedream.

Galiano’s Jack Garton and
the Demon Squadron

In a continuation of the powerful Gulf IslandUnist’ot’en Connection, Galiano Island’s Jack
Garton and the Demon Squadron will play a
free concert at the Unist’ot’en Camp on
November 8. This will highlight the winter
preparation work party at the camp.
Volunteers will be working on the Healing
Lodge, bringing in the fire wood, preparing
food for storage and much more. This is in
addition to the regular Work Camp next May
and Action Camp next July.
To participate in this special Unist’ot’en
event go to the website of the Unist’ot’en
Solidarity Brigade at unistotensolidarity.com.
To learn more about the Unist’ot’en stand go
to their website at unistoten.camp. 0
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Vancouver Island marine debris clean-up - Natalie Dunsmuir
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With funding now running out, groups across Vancouver Island
collaborated for one final clean-up push this year. The BC
Marine Trails Network Association, District of Ucluelet, Great
Canadian Shoreline Cleanup, Living Oceans Society, Nuu-chahnulth Tribal Council, Ocean Legacy Foundation and the
Surfrider Foundation all collaborated to form the Vancouver
Island Marine Debris Working Group (VIMDWG).
Together, they pooled the last of the funds given to them by
the Japanese government and spent the spring and summer
collecting debris from all across Vancouver Island. In order to

save on costs, the groups came up with the GarBarge project,
which saw the single barge and tug making their way up the
coast of Vancouver Island, collecting the waiting debris.
‘It’s exciting to see this operation finally getting underway,’
said Karen Wristen, Living Oceans’ Executive Director, shortly
before the barge headed into action. ‘[We’ve] been planning this
since early in the year, working with the members of the
VIMDWG to develop the project, pull together information
from everyone about where they cached bags of collected debris,
then mapping the data and planning out the helicopter lifts with
the movement of the barge down the coast.’
Even with the last of the funding from the Japanese
government, it will be tricky for the working group to cover all
their costs. They’re also relying on the public for help with
fundraising.
‘Public donations are critical to the success of this operation
and we’re very grateful to those who have given so far,’ said
Wristen. ‘But we haven’t yet fully covered our estimated costs
and we’re really hoping people will continue to help us out.’
The Canadian Wildlife Service donated $7,000 worth of
helicopter time and FedEx donated volunteers and trucks to
help with the sorting. Other supporters donated $3,500.
Donations can be made online at www.livingoceans.org. 0

ver the past year, I have written extensively about the
Malahat LNG proposal at Bamberton in the Saanich
Inlet. The proponent, Steelhead LNG, is in the news again
with an announcement that Seven Generations Energy, a gas
extraction company in northwestern Alberta, has purchased a
‘significant minority’ share in Steelhead’s operation.
Steelhead LNG’s approach to indigenous relationships has
been unacceptable. Despite their rhetoric, their approach has
been an utter failure. We are moving into a new era in British
Columbia and Canada, one which requires more action than
words. So far Steelhead has been all talk.
In an interview about the new partnership on CBC’s ‘Early
Edition’ with Rick Cluff, Steelhead LNG CEO Nigel Kuzemko
was asked about his company’s engagement with First Nations,
specifically with their partners Malahat and Huu-ay-aht First
Nations on Vancouver Island.
Kuzemko once again claimed that they are going above and
beyond their requirements by law. He noted that even though
Steelhead does not technically need to engage First Nations
until his project application has been submitted to the provincial
government, his company has been engaging the Malahat and
Huu-ay-aht First Nations for two years. Following that he stated
that a majority of the First Nations they have talked to have been
supportive.
It is important to point out that the Malahat and Huu-ayaht are Steelhead’s business partners. Developing partnership
agreements in secrecy with business partners hardly counts as
meaningful First Nation consultation, plus it’s hardly surprising
that business partners would be supportive of their project.
The fact that Kuzemko fails to mention that the four WSANEC
First Nations on the Saanich Peninsula publicly stated their
unequivocal opposition to the Malahat LNG proposal at a press
conference this past spring highlights Steelhead’s approach to
selective engagement.

Granted Kuzemko did qualify that it was a ‘majority’ of First
Nations on the pipeline route and surrounding area that were
supportive; identifying that his company lacks complete
support—although how he determines a ‘majority’ is highly
questionable. He also leaves the listener with the impression
that his company is doing a good job fostering and building
these critical relationships.
Empty words—nothing could be further from the truth. His
company has shown a complete lack of understanding of the
complex relationships that exist in the Saanich Inlet.
Patting himself on the back for going above and beyond the
requirements of the regulatory process by engaging his business
partners two years before he has to would lead the public to
believe that Steelhead is at the forefront of the new era of
reconciliation and relationship building.
In fact, Steelhead LNG has continually minimized and ignored
the significant aboriginal and treaty rights of the other WSANEC
First Nations in the area. Even after the months that have passed,
Kuzemko still fails to acknowledge their rights and their
opposition and has not been forthright with the public about it.
His willingness to gloss over these critically important facts
is cause for concern with many other aspects of this project.
How many other critically important facts are being left out of
the public discussion? How many other corners are they willing
to cut to get their so-called ‘low-cost’ gas to market?
Steelhead LNG’s latest partnership announcement made
headlines in all the oil and gas publications, just as they had
hoped. But their First Nations engagement is going to have to
be more meaningful than partnering with a company with a
name like ‘Seven Generations’. To start, they need to not ‘forget’
to mention important facts like the outright opposition of the
four WSANEC First Nations on the Saanich Peninsula if they want
any credibility as a company who takes First Nations
engagement and rights seriously. 0

Tsunami Debris

A large portion of the debris collected orginated in Japan and
washed ashore in BC after the catastrophic tsunami that hit
Japan in 2011. In 2013, the Japanese government gave $1
million to the Canadian government to help the clean-up of
tsunami debris. These funds were transfered to the BC Ministry
of Environment to administer, who in turn passed them on to
various First Nations, municipalities and non-profit groups to
assist with clean-up efforts.

Marine Debris Working Group
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total of 40 tonnes of marine debris, most of
which was plastic, was removed from the
western shores of Vancouver Island this
summer and fall. It was the largest marine debris
recovery operation undertaken in Canada.
The debris was collected over the spring and
summer by volunteers from the Vancouver Island
Marine Debris Working Group. As part of the cleanup, 350 bags of debris and hundreds of strings of
fishing floats were lifted by a helicopter into a barge
pulled by the tugboat Westco Rogue in late September.
The debris was then taken to Richmond, where River
Road Barge and Transfer allowed volunteers to sort
and store the debris for recyling and repurposing.
The operation took most of a week, with the barge
making its way farther along the coast of Vancouver
Island each day. Weather was a challenge for the
group—the barge stage of the clean-up had been
planned to take place earlier, but fast winds and high
waves postponed the operations. A sorting and
recycling party took place on October 1-2 in Richmond.
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The glorious late summer from Henderson Hill, Mayne Island.

AROUND THE ISLANDS

Artwork Revealed for Salish Eagle

BC Ferries has revealed the artwork for the new Salish Eagle,
one of three intermediate-class vessels currently in construction
in Poland. The artwork was done by Stz’uminus First Nation
John Marston.
‘The Eagle is highly respected within our culture. It is a
symbol of our spiritual connection to the natural world,’ said
Marston. ‘The Eagle has long been connected to us and carries
our prayers to the Creator. Our guardian in life, we look to the
teachings he offers us. The Eagle is beautiful and graceful with
the never-ending strength to survive. Over the years as an artist
I have learned from our ancestors’ old artworks. It is important
to me that this design was strongly influenced by these old
masterpieces.’

Salish Eagle

The Salish Eagle is expected to be in service for the summer
of 2017 and will replace the Queen of Nanaimo on the
Tsawwassen-Southern Gulf Islands route.
The artwork for a second new vessel, the Salish Orca, was
released in March of this year. The art is by Darlene Gait from
the Esquimalt First Nation.The artwork for the third vessel, the
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Salish Raven, is by Thomas Cannell from the Musqueam
Nation and will be unveiled in the coming months.

Salish Orca

Abandoned Vessels in Ladysmith Harbour

Once again, an abandoned vessel was on the verge of sinking in
Ladysmith Harbour. The 36-meter Laurier II was towed into
the harbour after spending months in Deep Bay, and was on the
cusp of becoming a serious environmental hazard to the
harbour . The Coast Guard repaired a leak in the boat, and it is
now tied to a salvage barge. Saltair Marine Services Ltd has a
contract to manage the ship, while negotiations with the owner
around the ultimate fate of the vessel continue.
The situation highlights the urgent need for federal
leadership on the issue, says Nanaimo-Ladysmith MP Sheila
Malcolmson. Before the Coast Guard took action, the Laurier
II was among the hundreds of abandoned vessels in Canada
with the potential to cause environmental problems.
Malcolmson has tabled a Private Member’s Bill in Parliament
that would introduce regulation to deal with the problem of
abandoned vessels. The bill would also designate the Coast
Guard as the receiver of wrecks for the purposes of the Canada
Shipping Act, which would allow the Coast Guard to take action
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without being directed to by a ministry. Bill C-129 will be
debated in Parliament next year.

CRD Approves Regional Housing Plan

The CRD has approved the Regional Housing First Program
(RHFP) Implementation Plan, which would create 268
supported and affordable housing units at provincial shelter
rates and at least 175 housing units affordable to low and
moderate income households in the region.
The plan includes a six-year phased project approval and
development process and outlines the steps to utilizing approved
funding. The CRD and BC Housing will provide capital funding
for an equal number of units with anticipated completions to
take place over three years, starting in 2019. Island Health has
also agreed to align its existing mental health and substance
services with the new affordable housing opportunities
developed through the RHFP.

HAT Musical Fundraiser

Local author, musician and botanist Andy Mackinnon, co-author
of Plants of British Columbia, will be taking to the stage in early
November to preform at a musical fundraiser for the Habitat
Acquisition Trust’s 20th birthday on November 8. Music will also
be performed by HAT’s executive director Jill Robinson and by
the local rock band The Bald Eagles. There will also be a silent
auction, local cuisine with natural, foraged ingredients, and a raffle.
All funds will go to HAT’s work supporting wildlife and nature
in the Capital Regional District. The goal of the event is to raise
$10,000. Go to www.hat.bc.ca for more information. 0
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